Diffusion Tensor Imaging: Tool for Tracking Injured Spinal Cord Fibres in Rat.
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a severe disorder of the CNS leading to tissue damage and disability. Because it is critical to understand the pathological processes, it is important to find efficient ways to diagnose the severity of injured spinal cord tracts in situ from beginning up to a certain level of recovery following therapeutic interventions. In the current study, we set-up the criteria for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in order to capture changes of nerve fibre tracts in rat spinal cord compression injury. We tested four DTI parameters, such as fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity, axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity at the lesion site, in time course of 7 weeks. Afterwards, we compared DTI data with histological results and locomotor outcomes to examine their consistency and capability of reflecting the lesion development in time. Our data confirm that DTI is a valuable in vivo imaging tool capable to distinguish damaged white matter tracts after mild SCI in rat. Fractional anisotropy showed decreased values for injury site, while the mean diffusivity had higher values, with increased both axial and radial diffusivity in comparison to control subjects. Thus, the combination of DTI parameters can reflect the severity of lesion in time and may correlate with histological evaluation of spared tissue, but not with locomotor recovery following mild injury associated with spontaneous recovery.